Errata in the English version of the Global Parliamentary Report
Updated 26 April 2012

- Under section 2.3.1 - page 27, right column, third paragraph, line 5:
  Instead of ‘empowere’, it should read ‘...I walked into Parliament as a participant: a citizen
  empowered to access to and be involved in the workings of Parliament...’

- Under section 2.5.1 - page 34, right column, first paragraph, line 6:
  Instead of ‘Jornados Tematicos’, it should read ‘...Twice per legislative session, during so-called
  Jornadas Tematicas (Thematics Days), each standing commettee convenes...’

- Under section 2.5.2 - page 38, right column, second paragraph, line 3:
  Instead of ‘parliamentario’, it should read ‘...Bolivia’s Vota por tu parlamentario enables
  citizens to appraise parliamentarians’ perfomance...’

- Annex - page 98, under the subtitle ‘Parliament’s budget’:
  The note ‘Note: The horizontal scales are the same as the ones used in the graphs on the
  previous page’ is a printing error. The horizontal scales in page 98 are not related to the graphs
  and charts on previous pages.

- Annex - page 100, under the subtitle ‘Parliament’s budget - OECD/LCDs’:
  The note ‘Note: The horizontal scales are the same as the ones used in the graphs on the
  previous page’ is a printing error. Idem page 98.

- Annex - page 101, under the subtitle ‘Parliamentary staff’:
  The note ‘Note: The horizontal scales are the same as the ones used in the graphs on the
  previous page’ is a printing error. Idem page 98.

- Annex - page 101, under the subtitle ‘Number of parliamentary staff by country’:
  The title of the first chart on the left should read ‘OECD countries’, instead of ‘OECD
  countries/least developed countries’.

- Annex - page 103, under the subtitle ‘Parliamentary staff’:
  The note ‘Note: The horizontal scales are the same as the ones used in the graphs on the
  previous page’ is a printing error. Idem page 98.

- Annex - page 107, left column, graphics titled ‘Age of parliamentarians’, Total:
  The maximum age of MP should read ‘98’ instead of ‘95’. Idem for the maximum age of men
  under the ‘Broken down by sex’ and that of upper chambers under the ‘Broken down by type
  of parliament’.

- Annex - page 109, right column, chart titled ‘Professional backgrounds of parliamentarians,
  global average’:
  The first category line should read ‘Liberal professions’ instead of ‘Politics and public sector’, as
  shown in the charts in the left column.